Many diverse infectious diseases exhibit seasonal dynamics. Seasonality in disease incidence has been attributed to seasonal changes in pathogen transmission rates, resulting from fluctuations in extrinsic climate factors. Multi-strain infectious diseases with strain-specific seasonal signatures, such as cholera, indicate that a range of seasonal patterns in transmission rates is possible in identical environments. We therefore consider pathogens capable of evolving their 'seasonal phenotype', a trait that determines the sensitivity of their transmission rates to environmental variability. We introduce a theoretical framework, based on adaptive dynamics, for predicting the evolution of disease dynamics in seasonal environments. Changes in the seasonality of environmental factors are one important avenue for the effects of climate change on disease. This model also provides a framework for examining these effects on pathogen evolution and associated disease dynamics. An application of this approach gives an explanation for the recent cholera strain replacement in Bangladesh, based on changes in monsoon rainfall patterns.
INTRODUCTION
Seasonal disease fluctuations can be caused by many factors, including seasonally heightened host susceptibility resulting from seasonal stressors, changes in contact rates resulting from school terms in the case of childhood diseases (Fine & Clarkson 1982) and seasonal changes in pathogen transmission rates resulting from climate variation (Spira 1981) . When seasonality in disease is owing to seasonal changes in pathogen transmission rates, the isolation of the dominant seasonal drivers becomes a priority for understanding and mitigating the effects of the disease. Linking seasonal variables (e.g. temperature and rainfall) to seasonal fluctuations in pathogen transmission rates and disease incidence is therefore an active area of current research in disease ecology (Glass et al. 1982; Colwell 1996; Bradbury 2003) .
The effects of climate change on human and wildlife diseases are inextricably linked to mean trends in climate conditions, as well as to seasonal changes in environmental drivers. Many diseases are expected to increase in range and severity with projected climate changes. The underlying reasons for these responses include increases in pathogen development and transmission rates and the relaxation of pathogen overwintering restrictions that accompany increases in mean global air temperatures (Coakley et al. 1999; Harvell et al. 2002) . Changes in the magnitude or the seasonal timing of environmental drivers, however, can be as important as mean trends in affecting disease dynamics and the frequency of disease outbreaks. Many of the significant projected climate changes are expected to be regional in scale (IPCC 2001) and to involve changes in seasonal climatic fluctuations, with the effects of these changes on the host population's health being pathogen-specific and largely unknown.
As the ecological effects of seasonal drivers and climate change become more fully understood, how pathogens adapt to their seasonal environments and to climate change must also be considered (Palumbi 2001) . Many pathogens have short generation times and high mutation rates, resulting in an ability to evolve on the time-scale of decades, making this consideration particularly important. Here, we present a theoretical framework that predicts pathogen adaptation to seasonal climate forcing. We then use this model to analyse the evolutionary consequences of climate change on seasonal disease dynamics, where climate change is mediated through changes in seasonal climate patterns. In our examples, we explicitly use seasonal climate patterns and pathogen transmission rates motivated by the effect of rainfall on cholera dynamics in Bangladesh. Supported by calculations of seasonal cholera reproductive rates, these simulations provide an explanation for the recent cholera strain replacement in Bangladesh that invokes decadal changes in monsoon rainfall patterns.
THE MODEL
(a) Host-pathogen dynamics We consider a host-pathogen system in which the pathogen is a microparasite that induces temporary immunity in the host, governed by susceptible-infectedrecovered-susceptible (SIRS) population dynamics. Many diseases are seasonally driven by multiple extrinsic drivers, but for simplicity, we model just one seasonal driver that affects the transmission rate of the pathogen. The disease dynamics are given by:
where S, I and R are the number of individuals who are susceptible, infected and recovered (and immune), respectively. The total host population size is N and is kept constant in this model, with SCICRZN. The mode of transmission is assumed to be frequency-dependent (de Jong et al. 1995; McCallum et al. 2001) . The seasonally fluctuating transmission rate b s depends on the environmental driver P. This dependence can be modelled using a functional relationship, with transmission being highest at a certain value of P, P opt , and progressively lower further away from this value. We use a parabolic function to describe the dependence of transmission on the seasonal driver:
where b max is the maximum transmission of the pathogen, occurring when the seasonal driver has a value of PZP opt . The curvature of the parabola, c, is necessarily negative and quantifies the sensitivity of transmission to P. A pathogen's seasonal phenotype is defined as its transmission rate response to P and is fully specified by b max and c. A trade-off between climate sensitivity c and maximum transmission rate b max is assumed, such that a pathogen with a high b max is more sensitive to climatic fluctuations than a pathogen with a lower b max . We provide empirical evidence for this trade-off in a later section, with an application of this model to two cholera strains in Matlab, Bangladesh. A continuous range of seasonal strategies is then present that describes a pathogen's response to the environmental driver (figure 1a). The seasonal phenotype's spectrum spans from a seasonal 'specialist' pathogen (high maximum transmission rate, high sensitivity to seasonal conditions) to a seasonal 'generalist' pathogen (low maximum transmission rate, low sensitivity to seasonal conditions). The strength of the trade-off between climate sensitivity and maximum transmission rate is controlled by a parameter g, with higher values of g increasing the strength of the trade-off, as in previous studies (Egas et al. 2004) :
where b max (g) and b max (s) refer to the maximum transmission rates for generalist and specialist strains, respectively, and c(g) and c(s) refer to the transmission sensitivity to P for generalist and specialist strains, respectively. Differences in trade-off strength g can change the type of phenotypic evolution, a point to which we will return.
(b) Evolutionary analyses The adaptation of a pathogen to its seasonally fluctuating environment can now be addressed within the context of this model. We use a game theoretic adaptive dynamics approach to this problem, instead of the R 0 maximization technique widely used in addressing pathogen evolution (May & Anderson 1983) . The reason for using this alternative approach lies in the limitations of R 0 maximization in general (Dieckmann 2002) , and more particularly in its use for studying seasonal diseases. An adaptive dynamics framework follows the evolution of a continuous trait through the sequential replacement of resident strains with phenotypically local mutants (Geritz et al. 1998) . Several previous studies have used adaptive dynamics or similar approaches to address the evolution of virulence and resistance traits in host-pathogen systems (Boots & Haraguchi 1999; Koella & Doebeli 1999) . Here, the specific phenotypic character subject to evolution is the pathogen's sensitivity to seasonal drivers. Using standard adaptive dynamics notation, the ability of a mutant pathogen y in a host population with a resident pathogen x is given by the invasion fitness f( y, x):
where b s ( y, P ) is the seasonally driven transmission rate of the mutant strain, a( y) is the rate of recovery from an infection with the mutant strain ( hereafter just a since the duration of infection does not differ between the strains), and S(x, t)/N is the seasonally varying fraction of susceptible individuals in a host population with resident pathogen x. A positive invasion fitness indicates an ability to invade when rare, whereas a negative invasion fitness indicates an invasion failure (Metz et al. 1992) . We can now consider the climatic driver P to vary seasonally according to:
with time t measured in years (figure 1b). Given the seasonal fluctuations in the environment and a specification of the transmission response to these seasonal fluctuations, the seasonal transmission fluctuations throughout a year can be evaluated for any of the strains (see figure 1c for two examples). The invasion fitness expression (equation (2.4)) can then be rewritten by substituting the time-varying seasonal variable P (equation (2.5)) into the mutant's seasonal transmission expression (equation (2.2)). Any other seasonal fluctuations of the driver can be similarly substituted. Owing to the timedependent nature of the invasion fitness expression (equation (2.4)), a general analytical approach for finding evolutionary singular points and their stabilities is intractable except in limited cases, such as when the resident strain is a complete generalist (see Electronic Appendix) or when there is no seasonal variability. The following results therefore rely on numerical simulations. Several studies have already highlighted the importance of trade-off structure when the evolution of constrained traits is considered (Bowers & White 2002; de Mazancourt & Dieckmann 2004; Egas et al. 2004) . Similarly, the structure of the trade-off between maximum transmission rate b max and transmission sensitivity to climatic fluctuations c in this model, influences the stability of the evolutionary singular points of the pathogen's seasonal phenotype (see Electronic Appendix figure and text). To illustrate the simplest case scenario, we limit our following analyses of pathogen adaptation to climate change with a trade-off structure that results in continuously stable strategies, although similar analyses can be performed for other trade-off structures.
(c) Pathogen adaptation to climate change Given seasonal fluctuations in a pathogen's climatic driver and a particular trade-off structure, the presented model can predict the evolution of a pathogen's seasonal phenotype. It can also therefore be used to address the question of how a pathogen's seasonal phenotype will evolve to changes in seasonal climate. Consider P as the extrinsic driver of the disease again, with current seasonal fluctuations shown in figure 2a. A pathogen with specific infection characteristics would evolve a highly specialized seasonal phenotype (figure 2b) in this variable environment. The population dynamics of individuals infected with this continuously stable strain are shown in figure 2c. As the climate changes to projected seasonal fluctuation levels (figure 2a), the dynamics of infected individuals would change on an ecological time-scale, with more extreme seasonality evident in disease cases (figure 2c). However, when the evolution of the pathogen's seasonal phenotype is also considered with the change in climate, the pathogen becomes a more generalist strain (figure 2d). The dynamics of infected individuals after strain adaptation to climate change then more closely reflect the dynamics before the change in seasonal environmental patterns (figure 2c). As this example illustrates, increased climate variability resulting in further deviations away from the optimal environmental conditions for pathogen transmission thereby drives the pathogen to adapt to a more generalist seasonal phenotype.
Considering pathogen adaptation allows for a further analysis of the influence of pathogen evolution on disease burden. In the example above, increases in the magnitude of the environmental driver during the summertime would be expected to decrease disease incidence by lowering the transmission of the pathogen in the summertime. However, if we allow for pathogen adaptation, it becomes evident that just by considering the ecological effects of climate change, we would underestimate the expected disease burden on the host population ( figure 2, legend) . The effects of considering pathogen evolution for other seasonal climate change scenarios were also analysed (results not shown). Even when the ecological effect of the considered climate change scenario is to immediately increase disease burden, results indicate that cumulative incidence is greater when pathogen evolution is considered than when only the ecological responses are taken into account.
(d) Climate change and cholera strain replacement in Bangladesh As an application of this seasonal phenotype model, cholera strain replacement in Matlab, Bangladesh is considered. The cholera data were obtained from a surveillance programme by the International Centre for Diarrhoeal Disease Research (ICDDR, B) and consist of monthly symptomatic cases from Matlab, Bangladesh. Cholera is an infectious disease endemic to Bangladesh, caused by the bacterium Vibrio cholerae. Strains within the 01 serogroup of cholera are designated as being either of the Classical or the El Tor biotype. The Classical strain was the dominant pathogenic strain until the 1970s, when the mutant El Tor strain invaded the resident population and replaced the Classical strain (figure 3). Both cholera biotypes exhibit pronounced seasonality in disease incidence, although their seasonal signatures differ from each other (Spira 1981; Glass et al. 1982) .
Given that the Classical and El Tor biotypes differ in their seasonal case signatures, we can explore whether seasonal differences in transmission rates might explain this strain replacement. We can approximate the fluctuations in seasonal transmission rates by looking at the biotypes' mean reproductive rates from one month to the next (figure 4a). Seasonal fluctuations in reproductive rates indicate that Classical behaves as a seasonal specialist, while El Tor is more of a seasonal generalist.
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Maximum transmission occurs in the spring and in the autumn for both biotypes, with Classical having higher maximum transmission than El Tor at both of these points. However, during the summer months of suboptimal environmental conditions, Classical has much lower transmission than does El Tor.
Because cholera has a faecal-oral disease transmission route, seasonal changes in climatic factors can affect the transmission rate of the pathogen. Linking fluctuations in transmission rates and reproductive rates directly to climatic drivers is difficult because many factors, such as water salinity and pH, river discharge, rainfall, temperature and plankton abundances, are all candidates for affecting cholera's seasonality (Bouma & Pascual 2001; Sack et al. 2003) . Further difficulties in isolating cholera's seasonal drivers arise from the covariation of many of these factors. However, the decrease in cholera cases during the summer months for both biotypes is typically explained as the result of a dilution effect by the monsoon rains and the concurrent reduction in water salinity levels (figure 4a,b; Miller et al. 1984; Pascual et al. 2002) .
Climate change over the next 50 years in Bangladesh is projected to affect monsoon rainfall patterns, with pronounced increases in rainfall during the months of July and August (Ahmed & Alam 1999) . This trend is already apparent: the quantity of surface water in Matlab is affected by river discharge levels, for which there has been an increasing trend over the period 1975-2000, associated with the increasing trend in rainfall in northeast India (a measure of regional rainfall) over this period (Koelle et al. submitted) . With the increased severity of the monsoon rains, the relative fitness of the generalist El Tor biotype over the Classical biotype is enhanced. Recent strain replacement may therefore be owing to the fitness advantage gained by El Tor from changes in rainfall fluctuations.
DISCUSSION
We have shown that a pathogen's sensitivity to environmental fluctuations can be considered a phenotypic character trait subject to evolution. Considering the evolution of host-pathogen systems with respect to this trait will improve our ability to forecast disease burden and predict disease dynamics when changes in climate occur. We have shown that increased climatic variability will result in pathogens evolving reduced sensitivity to climate fluctuations. Whether changes in seasonal climate patterns can alter not only the degree of climate sensitivity but also the nature of the evolutionary singular strategy has yet to be determined, with direct implications for evolutionary branching and strain diversity. Alternative evolutionary approaches such as quantitative genetic models (Day & Proulx 2004 ) may also provide fruitful directions for future research on climate change implications and pathogen evolution, allowing for the merging of ecological and evolutionary time-scales.
An application to cholera indicated that strains may differ in their seasonal phenotypes, and that these differences, together with changes in monsoon patterns, may explain the reversal of competitive dominance of one strain over another. El Tor, a seasonal generalist, seems to gain an advantage over the Classical strain, a seasonal specialist, when monsoon rainfall becomes more extreme. Reproductive rates were obtained by dividing the next month's number of biotype-specific cholera cases by the current month's case number, and then geometrically averaging between all month-specific data points. Classical reproductive rates are shown in dashed black; El Tor reproductive rates are shown in solid black. Periods of local extinctions were problematic in providing reproductive rates. In the case of a disease fade-out, the reproductive rate was estimated conservatively by 1/(the current month's case number), while recolonizations and consecutive absences of disease cases were excluded from the calculations. Biotype-specific frequencies of summer fade-outs also indicated that Classical reproductive rates were lower in the summer than were El Tor's: temporary Classical fade-outs occurred in nine summers out of the 13 years during which the strain was present, while temporary El Tor fade-outs occurred in only four summers out of the 28 years it was present. (b) Monthly rainfall levels (points) and mean monthly rainfall fluctuations (solid line) at the Chandpur rainfall station, located near Matlab, Bangladesh, averaged over the years [1966] [1967] [1968] [1969] [1970] [1971] [1972] [1973] [1974] [1975] [1976] [1977] [1978] [1979] . Rainfall data were collected and made available by the United Nations Development Programme/Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations (FAO 1988) . , it is unlikely that another transient comeback will occur: the Classical strain appears absent from the aquatic environment in the Matlab surveillance area (Islam et al. 1994 ) and was not found in clinical or aquatic isolates sampled from surrounding areas (Zo et al. 2002) .
Ecological knowledge about the relative hardiness of the biotypes in the aquatic environment is in agreement with this seasonal phenotype classification of the strains (Spira 1981) . El Tor is known to be more resilient to fluctuations in water quantity and quality, as is evident by the less pronounced seasonal variability of its reproductive rates. El Tor's resiliency has an established mechanistic basis: unlike the Classical biotype, it expresses vps (Vibrio polysaccharide) genes responsible for the production of an exopolysaccharide that allows it to form a biofilm on abiotic surfaces, facilitating its environmental persistence (Reidl & Klose 2002) . However, the expression of this exopolysaccharide also seems to inhibit intestinal colonization, leading to reduced infectivity and virulence (Watnick et al. 2001) . The Classical biotype therefore has a larger chance of infecting a susceptible host, given contact. This molecular difference therefore establishes the trade-off between maximum transmission and sensitivity to climatic fluctuations.
We have illustrated the theoretical model in a largely qualitative application to cholera. Whether the transition from Classical to El Tor is owing to the sign reversal of the strains' invasion fitnesses from the historical period to today's rainfall environment is difficult to assess quantitatively. Although time-series analysis methods exist that fit transmission rates and reconstruct the level of susceptibles in the host population (Koelle & Pascual 2004) , the cholera time-series includes interannual variability in disease cases (causing interannual fluctuations in the fraction of susceptibles), climatic forcing at interannual frequencies (affecting transmission rates between years, not simply within years; Koelle et al. submitted), long-term trends, and stochastic extinctions (i.e. fade-outs). These factors make the quantification of the invasion fitnesses difficult. Furthermore, whether interannual disease variability and stochastic extinctions can affect the evolution of the seasonal phenotype has yet to be established; a recent study indicates that when population oscillations become large, the evolutionary behaviour of the system can change, despite a fixed underlying trade-off curve (A. White, personal communication).
We have presented the case of a pathogen evolving its seasonal phenotype, as defined by its degree of seasonal specialization and associated maximum transmission rate. An alternative or complementary strategy may be for a pathogen to evolve P opt , its optimal transmission environment. Whether evolution of this trait is possible and what trade-offs would underlie these changes are open questions. The degree to which evolution of P opt occurs relative to the evolution of climatic sensitivity, c, will likely be affected by the way in which the climate changes, as well as genetic constraints. Pathogens may respond to directional climate change, such as an increase in mean yearly temperatures, by primarily evolving P opt , while they may respond to increased variability in climate by primarily evolving c. In the case of cholera, El Tor may then differ from Classical by not only being more of a generalist, but also by having its maximum transmission at a higher precipitation level. This hypothesis is supported by El Tor's earlier autumn peak in reproduction rate (figure 4a), occurring when precipitation is still moderately high (figure 4b). However, if this were the case, a delay in El Tor reproduction would be expected in the spring, a pattern that we do not see. In fact, while the reduction in transmission rate in the spring has been explained by the onset of the monsoons, the occurrence of the fall peak eludes a complete explanation (Bouma & Pascual 2001) . The possibility of El Tor having its maximum transmission at higher water levels is therefore only partly supported.
This model specifically focused on the evolutionary responses of pathogens to seasonal climate changes. Changes in seasonal climate patterns will necessarily also affect host susceptibility and host contact patterns. An understanding of the social dynamics of the host and the plasticity of host behaviours is therefore crucial in accurately predicting disease dynamics. Combining host behavioural changes with pathogen evolution when considering climate change is, therefore, a natural extension to this work.
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